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ABSTRACT: The phase junction of nanocomposite materials
is key to enhanced performance but is largely ignored in recent
theoretical examinations of photocatalytic interactions in
titania-based composites. Computational advances now allow
more precise modeling of the electronic and optical properties
of composites, and focusing on mixed-phase TiO2 as a model,
we use density functional theory (DFT) to interrogate the
essential structural feature, namely, the rutile−anatase interface, and its relationship to photogenerated charge localization,
bulk band alignments, and defect formation. The interfacial region is disordered and distinct from rutile and anatase and contains
low coordinated Ti sites and oxygen vacancies, both drivers of charge localization. The relaxations of the interface upon
formation of excited electrons and holes determine the ﬁnal location of charges which cannot always be predicted from bulk band
alignments. A detailed understanding of the interfacial phase junction lays the foundation for directed synthesis of highly active
and eﬃcient composite photocatalysts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Heterojunctions often impart superior reactivity over the
individual components in composite materials.1−13 This is
particularly true for mixed-phase TiO2, where it is well
established that interwoven anatase and rutile crystallites
display much higher photoactivity than either pure phase
alone.14−16 Proposed explanations for this behavior include
charge transfer, separation, or trapping to hinder recombination
and prolong carrier lifetimes, extended photoresponse to
harvest visible light, and creation of interfacial, undercoordinated or defect sites that serve as catalytic “hot
spots”.16 Yet, a theoretical examination of heterojunction
structure and its eﬀect on charge localization has not been
successfully addressed and is required in order to tailor
photoactive material design.
Previous controversy about the relative position of band
edges and the direction of charge transfer in anatase/rutile
composites14,17−22 has been resolved experimentally16,23−27 and
by recent theoretical studies.28−32 The relative positions of bulk
band edges between anatase and rutile are aligned using density
functional theory (DFT) to show consistently that the rutile
conduction band minimum and valence band maximum lie
above those of anatase.28,31 Scanlon et al. reported similar
© 2016 American Chemical Society

results using hybrid DFT and a quantum-mechanical/
molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) embedding approach in
combination with high-resolution XPS.32 Thus, photogenerated
electrons should migrate from rutile to anatase and holes from
anatase to rutile.
These studies, however, focus only on bulk energy band
alignments, neglecting other factors including the structure of
the anatase−rutile interface, which, given the unique atomic
and electronic properties at the heterojunction, can inﬂuence
band oﬀsets.33 Furthermore, the geometry of the interfacial
region may induce the formation of trapping sites and dipoles,
which also aﬀect the band structure.34 Models of the anatase−
rutile interface are disordered with Ti having a range of
coordination numbers. Kullgren et al. found it dominated by
tetrahedrally coordinated Ti species.30 Garcia et al. reported
similar results for band oﬀsets using single-point DFT+U
simulations in a model of anatase−rutile interfaces using large
surface slabs and supercells containing thousands of atoms
generated from simulated annealing, which allow relaxations
and rearrangements to reduce excess strain and produce 4Received: December 17, 2015
Published: January 10, 2016
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A ﬁnal point in considering the DFT+U approach is that
although ref 42 shows that upon oxygen vacancy formation
electron localization is favored in bulk rutile, bulk anatase
appears to favor electron delocalization, and a value of U = 3.9
eV was therefore recommended for bulk anatase (while
maintaining charge localization in rutile). However, in the
interface models used in this work the interfacial atomic
structure deviates strongly from that of perfect bulk rutile and
anatase, and the corresponding surfaces and the charge
localization/delocalization will not necessarily follow the trends
from the corresponding bulk materials. To investigate if the
choice of U has any eﬀect on the charge localization, we have
performed another calculation of the photoexcited state in the
rutile(001)−anatase(100) interface using U = 3.9 eV from ref
42, and this is described in Section 3.2. We note that the size of
the interface models that we use makes a screening of many
diﬀerent DFT+U setups extremely computationally demanding,
without necessarily adding any new insights into these studies.
The most important point is that the DFT+U setup is able to
describe charge localization in the interface so as to be
consistent with experimental ﬁndings.
In all calculations, unless stated, the atomic positions were
relaxed, with convergence in the forces of 0.02 eV/Å. Given the
size of the surface supercells in the calculation, gamma point
sampling was used. The interface models are constructed as
described elsewhere29,44 using near coincidence lattice site
theory (NCSL) but were relaxed within the DFT+U setup
described above. The rutile(110)−anatase(101) and rutile(001)−anatase(100) interface models have dimensions in
the interface plane of 20.5 × 19.29 Å and 18.2 × 22.7 Å,
signiﬁcantly larger than usually used in modeling TiO2 surfaces.
The interfaces will be denoted R(110)−A(101) and R(001)−
A(100) in what follows.
2.1. Photoexcited State Model. To examine the
important questions of (1) where the photoexcited electron
and hole will be localized (in the interface or in the individual
bulk regions) and (2) what are the localization and energies
associated with electron and hole trapping, we use a model in
which a triplet electronic state is imposed.45−48 In this model,
the triplet electronic state (with the same number of electrons
as the ground state, but now with two electrons having the
same spin) places an “excited” electron in the CB and a hole in
the VB, and we can investigate the geometric and electronic
structure associated with this electronic state. The setup used in
this model has been described previously,45−48 and here we
note that in addition to using DFT+U for Ti 3d states we apply
a +U correction, where U = 5.5 eV, on the O 2p states to give
VB-hole localization.47,48 To calculate the trapping energy and
the singlet−triplet excitation energy, three energies are
required:
• the energy of the relaxed singlet ground state, giving
Esinglet
• a single-point energy of the triplet electronic state at the
singlet ground state geometry, giving Eunrelaxed
• a full ionic relaxation of the triplet electronic state, Erelaxed.

coordinate Ti species in the interfacial region; e.g. Figure 7 in
ref 29 highlights some 4-coordinate Ti species.
While simulations highlight the importance of interfacial
distortions in local atomic structure, the experimental literature
has long stressed the importance of defects at the anatase−
rutile phase junction.34−37 Excess charge relocation depends
strongly on surface structure34 and distorted surface structures
such as 4-fold coordinated Ti to accommodate excess charges
introduced by photoexcited charge carriers or defects (e.g., Ovacancy induced band gap states).36−38 Interfacial defects in
anatase bilayers are more stable than surface defects and display
a larger eﬀect on inhibiting charge recombination, increasing
the surface concentration of photogenerated charge carriers.36,38
First-principles simulations help resolve the complexities
revealed by experimental interrogation of the interface.29,30 We
hypothesize that the interfacial structure in mixed-phase TiO2
determines electronic behavior and hence enhanced photocatalytic performance. We conduct a DFT analysis of models of
mixed-phase TiO2 and discuss the geometry of nonbulk-like
interfacial regions to illustrate that photoexcited charges localize
at certain defects. Our results show for the ﬁrst time that holes
localize at interfacial oxygen, and the presence of undercoordinated Ti provides favorable sites for electron trapping,
similar to ref 29. Furthermore, given the localization pattern of
the photoexcited electron and valence band hole in the
rutile(001)−anatase(100) interface, ignoring local interfacial
features can lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the
direction of electron and hole ﬂow, and thus the details of the
interfacial region are crucial to explaining the fundamental
origin of the enhanced photocatalytic activity in anatase−rutile
composites.

2. METHODS
Density functional theory calculations on the rutile−anatase
interface models were performed with the VASP.5.2 code39,40
using three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions in a
plane wave basis set describing the valence electrons and a
cutoﬀ energy of 400 eV. Projector augmented wave potentials41
were used to describe the core−valence interactions, with 4 and
6 valence electrons on Ti and O, respectively. The PBE
exchange-correlation functional42 was used, with that addition
of a correction for on-site Coulomb interactions (PBE+U) that
is by now accepted as necessary to describe localized Ti3+ states.
We use U = 4.5 eV throughout the paper to capture electron
localization on Ti sites. There is of course no single value of U
that will describe all properties of a material such as TiO2
perfectly, and the choice of this particular value of U is
motivated by describing consistently electron localization after
both photoexcitation and oxygen vacancy formation. However,
the properties of TiO2 can and do depend on the choice of U
value, and the literature describes a range of values for diﬀerent
studies, which we have summarized in our previous work in ref
29. There it was shown that a wide range of U values, including
diﬀerent +U corrections on rutile and anatase, will not modify
the key ground state properties of the rutile−anatase interfaces.
Thus, we focus on values of U that give valid charge
localization. Large values of U can give charge localization
but will move the defect states into the valence band region,
which is obviously incorrect. There is thus a narrow range of
values of U that can be considered in modeling charge
localization in these interface models.

A dipole correction perpendicular to the surface plane is
added to the total energies. The vertical excitation energy
(corresponding to the VB−CB energy gap from the DOS) is
Evertical = Eunrelaxed − Esinglet, while the singlet−triplet excitation
energy is ES‑T = Esinglet − Erelaxed. The change in this energy with
respect to the bare surface allows us to determine the eﬀect of
the surface modiﬁcation on the energy gap of TiO2, as an
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Figure 1. Atomic structures of (a) R(110)−A(101) and (b) R(001)−A(100) interface models. Structures fully relaxed with the DFT+U setup
described in the text. In this and in all subsequent ﬁgures, Ti is indicated by gray spheres and O by red spheres.

MD simulations. The relaxed atomic structures of the interface
models are shown in Figure 1. The supercells used for the
R(110)−A(101) and R(001)−A(100) interface models have
dimensions in the interface plane of 20.5 × 19.29 and 18.2 ×
22.7 Å, which are suﬃciently large to minimize lattice
mismatch, and hence strain, between the interfaced surfaces
and to give interface atoms freedom to relax to obtain more
favorable local coordination environments.
In the interfacial structures shown in Figure 1, rutile and
anatase phases are evident, with a disordered region present at
the rutile−anatase junction. To examine this in more detail,
Figure 2 shows the interfacial region in which undercoordinated Ti sites are highlighted, while the remaining Ti
atoms are 5- and 6-fold coordinated. There is no unambiguous
way to assign a coordination to a given species, and so we use a
reasonable approach that if a Ti−O distance in the ground
states (with only Ti4+ present) is larger than 2.10 Å then the Ti
and O are not coordinated. This is reasonable given that bulk
TiO2 and surfaces do not show any Ti−O distances larger than
2.10 Å. The structural characteristics of disordered R−A
interfaces from MD simulations have been described.29,43 For
this paper, we are interested in the details of undercoordinated
Ti and O species in the interfacial region.
The Ti−O distances around undercoordinated Ti sites range
from 1.98 to 2.09 Å in R(110)−A(101) and 1.90 to 2.09 Å in
R(001)−A(100), which are typical of Ti−O distances involving
4-coordinated Ti species.50,51 From earlier work on interfaces
and TiO2 nanostructures, such Ti sites are believed to be
favorable sites for electron localization29,30,34,49−51 We ﬁnd that
of the 2-fold coordinated oxygen from the original rutile and
anatase phases most interfacial oxygens remain 2-fold

approximation to the excitation energy. The triplet relaxation
(carrier trapping) energy is Erelax = Erelaxed − Eunrelaxed and is the
energy gained when the electron and hole are trapped at their
Ti and O sites upon structural relaxation. We note that in the
relaxed triplet electronic state the interface atomic structure can
change in response to any charge localization that occurs.
2.2. Oxygen Vacancy Formation. We model oxygen
vacancy formation by removing a neutral oxygen vacancy from
the interface region and examine two representative oxygen
sites. One oxygen is from the original rutile slab, and the other
is from the original anatase slab. We compute the oxygen
vacancy formation energy from
⎥
⎢
1
Evac = ⎢E Defective + E O2 ⎥ − E Nondefective
⎦
⎣
2

where Evac is the vacancy formation energy; Edefective is the
energy of mixed-phase TiO2 with the vacancy; and Enondefective is
the energy of the pristine mixed-phase TiO2.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Models of TiO2 Rutile−Anatase Interfaces. We
study two models of mixed-phase TiO2 that allow for
reasonable lattice matching, namely, rutile(110)−anatase(101)
and rutile(001)−anatase(100),29,43 hereafter are referred to as
R(110)−A(101) and R(001)−A(100). The atomic structures
of the R(110)−A(101) and R(001)−A(100) interfaces are fully
relaxed within the DFT+U approximation, having previously
been relaxed using a molecular dynamics (MD) procedure;29,43
these structures formed the starting structures for the DFT+U
ground state relaxation. In our earlier work29 the DFT+U
calculations were performed at the geometry obtained from the
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and a hole in the valence band of TiO2. This model has been
used successfully in studies of rutile and anatase surfaces,44−47
in hole scavenging on anatase (101),44 and in surface-modiﬁed
TiO2.46,47
First, we consider the energies as discussed in the Methods
section and as presented in Table 1. The vertical excitation
Table 1. Calculated Energies Involved in the Photoexcited
Model of Rutile−Anatase Interface Models in eVa
interface model

Evertical

ES−T

Erelax

R(110)−A(101)
R(001)−A(100)

1.64
1.60

0.94
0.46

0.70
1.13

a

The terms Evertical, ES−T, and Erelax are explained in the Methods
Section.

energies, Evertical, correspond to a simple VB−CB energy
diﬀerence and are essentially identical for both interface
models, as well as being smaller than the corresponding energy
diﬀerence for single-phase rutile and anatase, which we have
computed under the same computational setup as 2.11 and 2.20
eV. Thus, the interface formation will give a reduction in the
band gap compared to single-phase TiO2, which is explained by
the shift of both the VB and CB as a result of interface
formation.29
The magnitude of the singlet−triplet energy diﬀerence, ES−T,
shows a dependence on which rutile and anatase surfaces form
the junction. The R(001)−A(100) interface shows a smaller
energy diﬀerence than the R(110)−A(101) interface and
undergoes stronger relaxations in the photoexcited state, as
evidenced by the magnitude of the relaxation energies. This is
the energy gained when the structure is relaxed in the “excited”
state and localizes the electron and hole, which in turn creates a
strong geometric distortion to accompany the polaron so
formed.
In Figures 3 and 4 we show the atomic structure and the spin
density of the photoexcited triplet state after ionic relaxation
and highlight the Ti and O sites on which the charges localize
in the R(110)−A(101) and R(001)−A(100) interfaces after
relaxation. In discussing the charge localization we describe the
corresponding Ti or O site according to the phase in which it is
originally present. The spin density for the R(110)−A(101)
interface shows that upon relaxation the excited electron
localizes onto an interfacial Ti atom originally from the anatase
phase, which is reduced from Ti4+ to Ti3+. The computed Bader
charge of 1.67 electrons and a spin magnetization of 0.95
electrons are typical of reduced Ti3+ species. The local
geometry around the reduced Ti3+ site shows elongated
Ti3+−O2− distances of 2.11, 2.09, 2.27, and 2.29 Å, compared
to the original Ti4+−O2− distances which ranged from 1.98 to
2.09 Å, and these are consistent with the elongated Ti−O
bonds associated with a Ti3+ species. This Ti atom is one of the
4-coordinate Ti atoms present in the interfacial region, as
discussed in Section 2.1.
The nature of the valence band hole in this interface is not as
simple. The hole is spread over two interfacial oxygen atoms
(indicated in Figure 3(b)), one of which was originally in the
rutile phase and the other of which was originally in the anatase
phase. The computed Bader charges are 7.0 electrons, and the
spin magnetizations are 0.47 and 0.49 electrons, which are
consistent with partial localization of the valence band hole
over the two oxygen sites. Examining the geometry the O−
originating from rutile has Ti−O− distances of 2.04 and 1.99 Å,

Figure 2. Local atomic structure in the R−A interface models,
highlighting Ti sites with 4-fold coordination. These Ti atoms are
indicated by the blue spheres. (a) R(110)−A(101) interface and (b)
R(001)−A(100) interface.

coordinated with some taking 3-fold coordination. There are no
singly coordinated titanyl species present in the interface.
The energy band alignments can be studied from the
electronic density of states. Since our ﬁndings with these
interface models are consistent with the general consensus28,30−32 and have been discussed previously,29 we only
brieﬂy mention the key results to prepare for the discussion in
Section 2.2. In the present rutile−anatase interface models, the
VBmax for atoms from the interface lies higher in energy than
the VBmax for the bulk atoms, by 0.4−0.6 eV, depending on the
rutile and anatase crystal plane present in the interface model.
The conduction CBmin for the interfacial region lies at slightly
higher energy than the bulk CBmin with the rutile derived CBmin
lying 0.15 eV higher in energy than the anatase derived CBmin.
While there are some quantitative diﬀerences compared to
previous work,28−32 the qualitative ﬁndings regarding band
alignments are consistent.
From these band alignments, we expect electrons to localize
on Ti atoms originating from anatase and holes to localize on
oxygen sites originating from rutile. However, this analysis fails
to explain relaxations in the interface structure upon formation
and localization of an excited electron−hole pair or the creation
of point defects, such as oxygen vacancies. Interrogation of
these key aspects of TiO2 interfaces will allow us to directly
compare our models to experimental results to understand the
microscopic process at work in mixed-phase TiO2.
3.2. Electron and Hole Localization in a Model of
Photoexcited Mixed-Phase TiO2. To model the formation
of an excited electron and hole pair in mixed-phase TiO2, we
construct a simple system with a triplet electronic state that
mimics the formation of an electron in the conduction band
1811
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Figure 3. (a) Spin density plot of the interface in the triplet model for
the R(110)−A(101) interfacial structure. (b) Local geometry around
the photoexcited electron and hole, in which the blue sphere indicates
the Ti sites carrying the electron and the green spheres indicate oxygen
where the hole localizes. Spin density isosurfaces enclose volumes of
up to 0.02 e/Å3.

Figure 4. (a) Spin density plot of the interface in triplet model for the
R(001)−A(100) interfacial structure. (b) Local geometry around the
photoexcited electron and hole, in which the blue sphere indicates the
Ti sites carrying the electron and the green spheres indicate oxygen
where the hole localizes. Spin density isosurfaces enclose volumes of
up to 0.02 e/Å3.

while around the O− site originating from anatase the Ti−O−
distances are 2.01 and 2.05 Å. The elongated Ti−O bonds are
consistent with the presence of an oxygen hole. These ﬁndings
ﬁnally resolve the outstanding uncertain interpretation of EPR
data where the hole signals are not suﬃciently resolved to
conﬁrm whether the hole is trapped on anatase, rutile, or some
combination16 by showing that the hole is spread over both
anatase and rutile.
In the R(001)−A(100) interface model, the electron is
localized on a Ti site originating from the rutile phase, while the
VB hole is spread over two oxygen sites in the interface region;
both oxygen sites originate in the rutile phase. Given that the
VB and CB alignments suggest the opposite charge localization,
this result shows that the signiﬁcant relaxations within the
interface upon formation of the excited state, as evidenced by
the relaxation energy in Table 1, play a determining role in the
ﬁnal location of the electron and hole and not taking this into
account can result in an incorrect interpretation. Thus, the
analysis of bulk energy band alignments, without taking the
interface into account, fails to capture this local behavior.
Finally, given the potential dependence of key properties of
TiO2 on the value of U, as described earlier, we have run again
the R(001)−A(100) interface model with a diﬀerent value of U
on the Ti 3d states, that is, 3.9 eV, as suggested for anatase in
ref 42, which captures electron delocalization in bulk anatase
with an oxygen vacancy. Figure 5 shows the spin density for the
relaxed triplet state with this DFT+U setup. Comparison with

Figure 5. Spin density plot of the triplet model for the R(001)−
A(100) interfacial structure, with U = 3.9 eV applied to the Ti 3d
states. Spin density isosurfaces enclose volumes of up to 0.02 e/Å3.
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Figure 6. Top panels: Spin density for an O vacancy originating from (a) the anatase phase and (b) the rutile phase. Spin density isosurfaces enclose
volumes of up to 0.02 e/Å3. Bottom panels: The local geometry, with the reduced Ti species indicated by blue spheres and the vacancy site by a “V”.

Figure 4 shows that the choice of U has no impact on electron
and hole localizationthe electron is found on a Ti site in the
interface, originating from the rutile phase, and the hole is
localized over two interface oxygen atoms. Thus, the eﬀect of
the value of U (when using typical literature values) on electron
and hole localization in these composite structures is negligible.
This arises from the interface atomic structure being heavily
distorted compared to the perfect bulk or extended surfaces,
leading to formation of low coordinated Ti which are then able
to trap electrons.
Upon examining the nature of the Ti and O species carrying
the electron and the hole, the Ti site is reduced to Ti3+, with
Ti3+−O2− distances of 1.99, 2.09, 2.02, and 2.09 Å, and this Ti
was identiﬁed in Figure 2 as a 4-coordinated Ti site. Again, a
simple analysis of bulk band oﬀsets cannot capture the
importance of the low coordinated interfacial sites, in particular
low coordinated Ti, and it is these sites that are key in charge
localization. The oxygen atoms that carry the hole have Ti−O−
distances of 1.95 and 2.03 Å for one oxygen and 2.01 and 2.07
Å for the second oxygen. Similar to the R(110)−A(101)
interface, Bader charges and spin magnetizations are typical of
reduced Ti3+ species and hole carrying oxygen.
3.3. Interfacial Oxygen Vacancy Formation in MixedPhase TiO2. To examine the formation of simple point defects
in the interfaces, we consider the example of the R(110)−
A(101) interface and the explicit formation of interfacial oxygen
vacancies. We consider removal of interfacial oxygen originating
from the rutile phase and from the anatase phase and relax the
defective structure in each case.
Figure 6 shows the atomic structure and the spin density for
an oxygen vacancy originating in the anatase (Figure 6(a)) and
rutile (Figure 6(b)) phases; the vacancy site is indicated with a
“V”. The formation energy for an interfacial oxygen vacancy

originating from anatase is +0.75 eV, while for an interfacial
oxygen vacancy that originates from the rutile phase the
vacancy formation energy is +2.08 eV. Oxygen vacancy defects
are therefore more likely to form in the interfacial region of
mixed-phase TiO2 than in the bulk region of the pure phases.
Additionally, loss of interfacial oxygen originating in the anatase
phase is more likely.
After formation of the neutral oxygen vacancy, two Ti atoms
are reduced from Ti4+ to Ti3+, with the location of reduced Ti3+
species depending on the phase from which oxygen is removed.
The anatase vacancy site results in formation of two Ti3+
species originating in the anatase phase: one Ti3+ species is
present in the interface, and the second Ti3+ site is in the next
sublayer away from the interface. In removing oxygen from the
rutile phase, the reduced Ti3+ species are localized onto one
interfacial Ti site originating from anatase and a second Ti site
originating from rutile.
The local atomic geometry for both defective interfaces
shows that the reduced Ti3+ species are 3- or 4-fold
coordinated. For the more stable vacancy, the Ti3+−O distances
are 2.11, 2.09, 2.03, and 2.03 Å (interfacial Ti) and 2.06, 2.05,
2.03, and 2.00 Å (sublayer Ti), while for the less stable vacancy,
the Ti3+−O distances are 2.06, 1.96, and 1.93 Å (in anatase)
and 2.11, 2.08, 2.04, and 1.98 Å (in rutile).
The relatively small vacancy formation energy indicates that
oxygen vacancy defects could be present after the synthesis of
mixed-phase ﬁlms. Given that the vacancies are more likely to
originate from the anatase phase, together with formation of
Ti3+ in anatase, this makes these oxygen vacancies strong
candidates for the trap states postulated to originate from
anatase, as discussed in experimental work.27
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We explore in detail the localization of photoexcited charges
and the electrons released upon oxygen vacancy formation in
rutile−anatase TiO2 composites by modeling fully relaxed
interfaces between the phases. This resolves the interpretation
of previously unexplained experimental ﬁndings for the ﬁrst
time.
Thus, the key results that arise from these calculations of
rutile−anatase interfaces are: (1) Electrons localize into low
coordinated Ti sites in the interfaces, so that these special sites
will be key in the activity of mixed-phase TiO2. (2) Hole
localization is not conﬁned to a single phase, but the hole can
be shared by two oxygens originating from diﬀerent phases. (3)
Formation of point defects such as oxygen vacancies is
signiﬁcantly more favorable in the heterojunction than in
single-phase TiO2. (4) Bulk band alignments do not always give
a consistent indication of electron localization. The precise
TiO2 surfaces involved in the mixed phase can determine the
electron and hole localization, which cannot be captured by
simple bulk calculations. The properties of the interface
therefore drive the performance of mixed-phase TiO2, by
determining band alignments and the localization of charge
after excitation and point defect formation. The fate of
photoexcited charges in TiO2 composite materials is therefore
controlled by the structural details of the disordered interface to
a far greater extent than previously recognized; in particular, we
note the key role of undercoordinated interfacial atomic sites.
Consequently, the enhanced activity of TiO2 composite
materials is determined more by the local structure of the
disordered interfacial region that can stabilize a higher charge
density than by the direction of charge transfer as predicted by
energy band oﬀsets.
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